
An Overview Of Local Customs You Need To
Travel With Confidence In Germany
Germany is a country known for its rich history, stunning landscapes, and vibrant
culture. As a traveler, understanding and respecting local customs can go a long
way in making your trip memorable and enjoyable. In this article, we will explore
some of the key customs and etiquette you need to be aware of while traveling in
Germany.

Greetings and Gestures

When meeting someone in Germany, it is customary to greet them with a firm
handshake and direct eye contact. Germans appreciate punctuality, so make sure
you arrive on time for any scheduled appointments or meetings. It is also
common to address people using their title and surname unless they explicitly
invite you to use their first name.

While conversing, maintain a respectable distance and avoid excessive physical
contact. It is important to remember that personal space is highly valued in
German culture.
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Table Manners

German cuisine is diverse and delicious, and sharing a meal with locals is a great
way to experience their culture. When dining, it is customary to wait until
everyone has been served before you start eating. Make sure you use utensils
properly and keep your hands on the table but not your elbows.

It is also considered impolite to chew gum or smoke while engaged in a
conversation or sitting at the dining table. Remember to say "Guten Appetit" when
starting your meal and "Danke" when you finish.

Public Behavior

Germany is known for its efficiency and orderliness. When using public
transportation, make sure you queue up in an organized manner and offer your
seat to someone in need, such as the elderly or pregnant women. Avoid loud
conversations or speaking on the phone, as Germans value quietness and
solitude in public spaces.

While Germans are generally punctual, delays may sometimes occur. However, it
is important to keep calm and avoid showing frustration. Being patient and
understanding is highly appreciated in such situations.

Dress Code

When it comes to dressing in Germany, simplicity and practicality are key. During
your travels, ensure you pack attire suitable for different weather conditions, as
the climate can vary across different regions. Germans tend to dress
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conservatively, favoring neutral colors and modest outfits. It is always better to be
slightly overdressed than underdressed for any formal occasions or events.

Respecting Local Traditions

Germany has a rich cultural heritage with various local traditions and festivities
celebrated throughout the year. To fully immerse yourself in the local culture,
research and learn about these traditions beforehand. Respect the customs and
rituals associated with these events, and be open to participating in them if given
the opportunity. This will not only enhance your experience but also show your
respect for the German culture.

As a traveler, being aware of and respecting local customs is crucial to ensure a
positive and memorable experience. Germany offers a plethora of cultural
delights, and understanding the customs will help you blend in seamlessly and
appreciate the country's rich heritage. By following these guidelines and
embracing the German way of life, you can travel with confidence and forge
meaningful connections with the locals.
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German Survival Culture is an easy crash course for travelers or others who are
interested in Germany and Austria. Containing just the CULTURE component of
German Survival Guide, it introduces readers to common social practices in
Germany and Austria, so they will know what to expect and how to act when they
visit those countries.

Get key insights into German and Austrian social conventions: why not to use first
names, how not to look like a tourist, how to tip, how to have good table manners,
how to be a gracious guest, how to act on a nude beach.

Discover the fine points of ice cream parlors, grocery stores, train stations and
the Autobahn. Read how to handle tricky room windows and grumpy bathroom
attendants. Learn insider German words so commonly used that you will want to
know them even though you don't have to.

Make your trip abroad easier and more comfortable with German Survival
Culture. Or, if armchair travel is more your speed, visit there in spirit by learning
more about how people in those countries live.

(German Survival Culture is taken from the larger book German Survival Guide,
which also includes vocabulary, grammar lessons, and short travel dictionaries).
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